Mechanosensing in liver regeneration.
Liver is highly regenerative as it can restore its function and size even after 70% partial hepatectomy. During liver regeneration, the mechanical and chemical environment of liver is altered with accumulation of various growth factors and remodeling of extracellular environment. Cells can sense the changes in their cellular environment through various chemo and mechanosensors present on their surfaces. These changes are then transduced by initiation of multiple signaling pathways. Traditional view of liver regeneration describes the process as a cascade of chemical signaling pathways. In this review, we describe the role of mechanical forces and mechanosensing in regulating liver regeneration with focus on the role of altered shear and extracellular matrix environment following injury. These mechanosensing mechanisms either generate molecular signals that further activate downstream signaling pathways such as YAP or directly transduce mechanical signals by regulating actomyosin cytoskeleton. These signals travel to the decision center such as nucleus to switch cell fate and activate functions needed in liver regeneration, e.g. proliferation of various hepatic cell types, differentiation of hepatic stem cells, extracellular matrix remodeling and termination signals that regulate the regenerated liver size. Different mechanical and chemical signals coordinate intracellular chemical signaling pathways leading to robust liver regeneration.